NF Dialect Sample Report
1 of 8 Possible Dialects
Focus
The focus of the NF dialect tends to be global in nature with an emphasis on the future and people. Although this
dialect is a natural idea generator, the ideas tend to center around personal relationships and well-being.
Conversations often take on an idealistic quality as well as a quick and creative pace. Topics generate topics, which
generate more topics, etc. In addition to the energy in their conversations, there is also fun. NFs can quickly become
bored by details.

Prefers
NFs tend to prefer face-to-face communication so they can more effectively 'connect' with the people they are
talking to. They tend to be animated, dramatic and may exaggerate in their enthusiasm for the topic of the next
sentence. Their conversations sometimes sound like a stream of consciousness. NFs prefer to talk on a conceptual
level.

Values
* Possibilities
* Flexibility

* Personal ideals
* Personal relationships

* Creativity
* Personal affirmations

Effects
* Full of ideas
* Read between the lines
* Prone to exaggeration
* Jump from topic to topic
* Quickly bored by details
* Tend to be perceived as warm and friendly
* Mood can change quickly
* Sensitive to impersonal comments
* May not go directly to the point
* Do not like to be pinned down on a decision
* May have difficulty saying 'No'
* Spontaneous

Blindspots
* Idealism may be too far removed from 'reality'
* Lack of time consciousness
* Not seeing the details
* Lack of external structure
* Easily distractd
* Applying utopian values to an imperfect world
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NF
Under Stress
Low (NF): Multiple ideas, no action; internalizing; attacking
Medium (FN): Emotional; attacking; spinning negative premonitions
High (ST): Now focused; impulsive; defensive; using a childlike logic

Key Words
* Creative
* Charismatic
* Caring

* Possibilities
* Communicator
* Flexible

* People person
* Self-emerging
* Unique

Humor
Quick wit; metaphorical; fast moving

Conflict
The thought of conflict is unsettling for NFs and they will avoid it if possible-unless a personal value has been
stepped on, and then they attack with a vengeance. They tend to carry scars from personal attacks. Forgiveness is not
easy for the NF.

Energy
The NF dialect's energy revolves around possibilities and relationships. NFs become impassioned around personal
causes which can easily turn into crusades. Personal affirmations about their individuality add to the energy level.

Trigger Words
These words may trigger an undesirable response for the NF dialect:
* Simple
* Selfish
* Stupid
* 'Little'

Areas for Improvement
NFs can normally benefit from working on:
* Focusing on the 'real world'
* Empathy
* Practicing the Sensing and Thinking languages
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